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Central doubles computer
capability with new VAX
By STEVEN LUTTRULL, JR
Staff Writer

Central will add a new $400,000
computer capable of supporting
128 terminals on campus next
month.
The VAX 11-780, manufactured
by Digital Equipment Corporation
of Maynard, Mass., will join a
similar one already in use by the
university.
The new hardware, purchased
with funds included in the state's
1983 biennial budget, will replace
the Program Digital Processor
system (PDP).
David L. Storla, systems
analyst for the campus computer
services department, said the new
machine will increase the number
of student operator capabilities to
about twice what it was on the
PDP system.
"Students will not be competing
against administrative departments for information,'' he said.
Each will receive information
from separate computers~"
With the two VAX computers,

he· said, administration will · announced plans to purchase the
operate one and academic depart- VAX system because some
recruiters in the computer science
ments the other.
Students will benefit not only field suggested the VAX system
from accessibility, but also from would soon be 9bsolete.
the opportunity for · additional
University
spokesmen,
training, he said.
however, maintained that the
Storla said Digital is the second- VAX system was better because
largest computer manufacturer in staff was familiar with existing
the United States, and students hardware and software and the
who train on it should find job op- school already had a significant
portunities after graduation. · ·
investment in Digital computers.
Only International Business
VAX mini-computers replace
Machines (IBM) is a larger pro- larger and more expensive
·
ducer, he said, indicating that systems, they said.
Central students may find it more
The new VAX hardware will be
difficult to get jobs where IBM installed in the computer center
equipment is used.
where the PDP is currently based.
''This problem may be decreas"The PDP will go into the state
ed if a student takes a well- surplus system and be sold to
rounded computer curriculum another state agency," said Cathy
while here at Central," Storla
Hooper, systems analyst/
programmer.
said.
"Businesses will most likely
She said the PDP would be sold
hire students with a well-rounded to make room for the VAX.
computer education, regardless of
Other universities having VAX
the computer they have been computers include Western
trained on."
Washington, Eastern Washington,
Some controversy developed
and the University of Washington.
last spring when the university
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Flying high
Ted Huber and Ted Jenneskens helped the Wildcats win
a Homecoming victory against Southern Oregon State
College 37-7. See page 12 for details.

Homecoming 1983:

'CWU Moore-tuary' wins parade·competition
By DARCI BUZBEE
Staff Writer

Residents of Moore Hall won
first place in last Saturday's
Homecoming float competition
and received $75, a trophy, and
the name of the hall on a traveling
trophy for their efforts.
Dressed in black, the residents
of Moore Hall carried 11 cardboard coffins in the parade Saturday morning. Painted on each coffin was "CWU Moore-tuary" and
the name and number of the star-

ting line-up from Southern
Oregon's football team.
Approximately 35 Moore
residents helped put the float
together during a two-week
period.
.
"There was good interaction
among everyone and it was great
to see how well people worked
together," said Mike Leidecker,
manager of Moore Hall.
Second place went to AlfordMontgomery, giving the hall
residents $50 and a trophy.
Residents of Alford-Montgomery,
winners of the 1982 float co:mpeti-

=~·
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tion, constructed a ship for their
entry.
"It was great," said Steve Tri, a
staff member at Alford- Montgomery. "We had at least 25
residence hall members working
on the float and everyone had a
good time."
Davies Hall members collected
third place, receiving $35 and a
trophy for their float, a boxing
ring in the back of a flatbed truck.
Two residents of Davies were
dressed as boxers - one was a
CWU Wildcat and the other was

··~W... ~~:~=·~:;;.:vi:·:. ,"

an Oregon Raider. The theme of
the float was "Eye of the
Wildcat."
"We had 25 to 30 people working
on the float, two weeks before
Homecoming,'' said Roger Nishi,
a member of Davies staff. "It felt
good to be rewarded.''
-The winner of the residence hall
banner contest was Sparks Hall. It
received two movies of the
residents' choice as well as
enough snacks for everyone viewing the fihns.
"I was extremely pleased,"

said Mary Lee Crittenden, a staff
member at Sparks. "Everyone
contributed and the banner came
out looking lovely.''
All float and banner entries
were judged on attractive appearance, creativity and imagination, spirit and the use of the
Homecoming theme, "Sweet
Revenge on Southern Oregon."
The awards were announced by
Jerry Brown, president of the
alumni board, 15 minutes befor~
the Homecoming game at Tomlinson Field.

Rick Spencer I Campus Crier

Moore Hall residents carried coffins of the "deceased" Southern Oregon football team in the Saturday Homecoming parade.
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20 per cent rise:

Greyhound
By DAN WOOD
Staff-writtr

Greyhound Bus Lines Increased
fares
within
Washington state approximately 3J percent, effective

~ncreases .fare

WPPSS refunds surcharges
By JILL HALVERSON
Staff Writer

in fares since June of 1981.
The Washington gas tax and
a proposed wage increase for
drivers could be reasons for
the rise, Begalka said.
Ellensburg to Seattle is now

Starving college students who
happened to live off campus last
year are in for some good news.
Washington Public Power Supply
System (WPPSS) is refunding
surcharges that were added to
last year's utility bills.
The money will· be refunded in
either a lump sum or as a discount
toward ~ year's utmty bills.
"Last year's surcharge was the

equivalent of 1 cent per kilowatt
hour," said Debbie Byrd of the
Ellensburg city manager's office.
"Seventy-three percent of that
money will be refunded.''
The other 27 percent will go
towatd legal fees charged through
Oct. 1, she said. After Oct. 1,
another surcharge will be added
for future attorney fees. This fee
will continue until all legal pr~
blems are settled, she said.
Accountants reported that $U
million was paid into the fund. Ap-

proximately $1.1 million will be
refunded, they said.
Until now, the money has been
kept in a bank account awaiting
the decision on whether it would
be paid to WPPSS or refunded to
utility customers.
Notices regarding the refund
have been mailed, except those
going to people who ~ted
utility service last spring. Byrd
said those notices will be sent

soon.

Consumer·report:

For big savings shop around
By JILL HALVERSON

out the prices at Mark It Foods as
well.
For those students living off
Prices on butter, milk, eggs,
campus, buying food can often be sugar, flour, and bread are
a terrible experience. The money generally higher at Albertson's
spent on staple items alone is than at the other two stores. .
enough to make many students crButter, milk, and bread prices
inge. This is especially true for seem to be lowest at Safeway. A
those people who are on their own one-pound package (four cubes)
for the first time.
of Parkay Margarine is 49 cents at
The decision of where to shop
Safeway. It is 54 cents at Mark It
may at first seem unimportant. · Foods and 59 cents at Albertson's. ,
However, after two or three shopSafeway's Lucerne 2-percent
ping excursions, the idea of saving milk, the only brand it carries, is
12 cents on a bag of sugar begins $2.15 per gallon, while Albertson's
to sound exciting.
brand is $2.21 and Western Fami·
The three main grocery stores ly, Mark It Food's brand, is $2.25.
Ovenjoy white bread is 49 cents
in Ellensburg are Albertson's,
Safeway and Mead's Mark It a loaf at Safeway. Albertson's
Foods. Often it is easiest to shop at white bread is 89 cents a loaf, and
Albertson's or Safeway, mainly Western Family white.bread is 98
·
because of their locations. It may cents.
be of interest however, to check
On the other hand, eggs, sugar
Staff Writer

Oct.12.
"What happened is the price
(of fares) was supposed to
have increased last winter, but
was postponed until this
month," said Karen Begalka,
ticket clerk at the Ellensburg
station.
There had been no increase

$24.40; to Spokane, $37.35, _and
to Yakima, $9.90.
Beginning Oct. 30, there will
be a new time schedule, to
which Bellevue has been added.
Greyhound accepts cash,
Visa, and Mastercard. For further information, call ~1177.

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS™
FREE.

Staff Writer

Jeff Morris, Washington Student Lobby president, proclaimed
the voter registration drive a success at the Oct. 12 WSL meeting in
Quigley Hall.
WSL registered 325 new voters,
he said.
Persons who have not yet
registered may still do so, he said.
However, those who register now
will not be able to vote in the Nov.
8 election. Those wishing to
register should contact Morris at
963-2475.

Absentee ballot requests are
still being accepted, he said. WSL
is placing drop boxes in residence
halls to collect the request forms,
Morris said.
Morris also announced a WSL
dance at the beginning of next
quarter to "kick off Rally Week
for WSL."
Rally Week will include
seminars teaching students how

5th and Pine

$.50

$ .50 off any size pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 10/31 /83

Fast, Free Delivery"'

The biggest difference is in the
price of sugar~ At Albertson's, the
least expensive sugar is C&H,
which is priced at $4.03 for a
10-pound bag. At Safeway, the
same size bag under the Town
House label is priced at $4.09. But
at Mead's Mark It Foods, a
10-pound bag of Western Family
sugar is $3.14.

CASH VAlUE

l 7v

to lobby and how to testify in front
of committees. There also will be
a caravan to Olympia for interested students.
Rally week will "clarify to the
student what we're trying to do in
Olympia,'' Morris said.
When the legislature goes into
session, the WSL will not ask the
body to dissolve the escalator
clause in tuition. The student lobby wants to convince the
legislature to decrease the
percentage each student pays,
Jay Hileman~ WSL member said.
Every two years, the Council for
Post-Secondary Education (CPE)
decides how much it costs per student to attend school. The amount
now is $1,400 and each student at
CWU, Eastern Washington
University, Western Washington
University, and The Evergreen
State College pays 25 percent of
that amount The other 75 percent
is paid by the state.
University of Washington and
Washington State University

students pay 33 percent of the
amount specified by the CPE.
Community college students pay
23 percent.
The CPE recommends educational policies to the legislature.
Two years ago it recommended
students at UW and WSU pay 25
percent, students at CWU, EWU,
WWU, and TESC 20 percent and
students at community colleges 18
percent for tuition.
The WSL wants to have these
percentages reinstated, thus
lowering tuition payments.
The increase in the percenqage
is ''the way the legislature
generated money,'' Hileman said.
Tuition will still go up due to an
increase in the cost of operation,
but "it won't. go up as much,"
Hileman said.
If the tuition bill passes, he said,
each student will save five percent.
''We have a better chance to get it,
the more people we have in WSL,"
Hileman said.

LIBERTY THEATRE AD SPECIAL

925-9511

ADMIT ONE FOR $2.50 WITH THIS AD Subjecttocapacity
AT ANY TIME ON THURSDAY OCT· 20,1983

HELD OVER!

-4Jbm
,:~

505 N. Pine St.
Phone: 925·6941

A 10-pound bag of ~estern
Family flour goes for $1.84.
Albertson's brand is $1.99, and
even the Scotch Buy brand - supposedly a bargain buy - at
Safeway is $1.99.

Voter registratiOn a success
By KARLA MILLER

-----------.,

and flour tend to be less expensiv~
at Mark It Foods, where the shopper bags his or her own groceries.
The Higgins brand of large eggs
sells for 87 cents a dozen. Albertson's brand is 93 cents a dcnen,
and at Safeway, the price is $1.02.

.
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There's a time
for playing it safe
and a time for ...
II

with "An Officer and a Gentleman"

®

.

L ••••••••••••••••••••••
J
Our
drMlfa carry le8I than 120.00.

Umlted~a,._

01983 Domlnda Pina. Inc.

4:50
8:45
ENDS TONIGHT!
"THE PRODIGAL"
4:45, 7:00, 9: 15
(Coupon void during this engagement)

(!!)

K"'-'-'"t?

· B...._~

ENDS TONIGHT!
"EASY MONEY"
6:40
"THE TOY"
4:55, 8:25
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KaMola will stage haunted h~use · -~.
By ROSS RANDALL

through the hall from 6:30 p.m. to
midnight. Admission will be $1.
This is the second year that
Ghosts and goblins will be in
abundance at Kamola Hall Oct. Kamola has sponsored the event.
"It's (the haunted house) going
.1.8-29 when the residents sponsor a.
to be better than last year. We exhaunted house.
Small groups will be guided pect a huge turnout," said Wendy
Staff Writer

Davis, one of the members of the
four-person committee organizing
the scare-show.
The house will be bigger than
last year, according to Davis.
Davis said Lola Kamola, whom
third-floor residents allegedly

hear on their ceilings, is also expected to make an appearance.

According to legend, Lola hung
herself in Kamola and her spirit
still roams the hall.
Organizers stress that the event
is crucial for fund-raising efforts

for the hall. Kamola is a quiet hall
and cannot sponsor activities such
as dances to raise money.
Other persons on the committee
with Davis are Mark Johnson,
Lynne Morgan, and Kelly Paulinsky.

Backrubs provided for fee

~ynken,

Blinken & Nod tucks in ~":'pus

Wynken Blinken & Nod
By ELLEN HIATT
Staff writer

They tell stories, tuck you in and
kiss you goodnight.
The group is Wynken, Blinken &
Nod and they brought their tuck-in
service to Central "just for th~ fun
of it."
Julie, who requested that her
last name be withheld because her
father thinks she's studying, said
the group has been in the tuck-in
service business since spring
quarter 1983.
Fifty cents is the going rate for
·a regular tuck-in and for $1 a back
rub is provided.
If a customer feels that 50 cents
is too much to pay for the service,
the group won't charge, according
to Julie.
If the tuck-in is for·a male, two
or three girls dressed in pajamas
and bathrobes are sent to fluff his
pillow, tuck him in, read him a
bedtime story and kiss him good
night. The customer is given a
certificate verifying that the in-

dividual was tucked in by

'

'

.

or1::et=~mar~f::n~.female, two.
The $l back rub is available to
both men and women.
According to Ken Bernard, a
21-year-old power technology major of Muzzall Hall, the back rub is
well worth the price.
"The good night and tuck in are
fun, but come on!'' said Bernard.
He said that he has Julie give him
the half-hour back rub. "She
knows what she's doing. She
stretches every muscle in your
back. It's just great! Some gii-ls

will give you a back rub and they

just rub you down a little. I don't
want anyone else to give me a

back rub but Julie. She gives the
greatest back rubs."
Bernard heard about the service through the group's fliers and
has become one of their regular
customers. Wynken, Blinken &
Nod has approximately five
regular customers. Julie said that
because business is stable she
does not plan to do any more
advertising.
Most of Wynken, Blinken &
Nod's 13 members are from
Davies Hall. The group is looking
for more female members.
Spring quarter the group's earnings totaled approximately $350.
Half of that amount, said Julie,
was donated to the Jerry Lewis'
· Muscular Dystrophy Association.
. The group had a party with the
other half.
Last year a group named
Lullabies Ltd. was in the tuck-in
business for few months. They,
however, sang songs for the tuck
in, and did not offer a back rub.
They charged $1.50 for one person
and $2 for two people. Said Alison
Maxwell, one member of the
fonner group, "it just got to be a

hassle."
.
dwmdles or if they get more
Though Wynken, Blinken & Nod business than they can handle
is stable now, Julie does not know they may close it.
how much longer the group will
Wynken, Blinken & Nod's phone
stay in business. If the response number is 963--2534.

Shoe Salon & Lingerie Boutique

Shoes,
Lingerie,
Accessories
o- For The Total Fashion Look
Remember to use
thP. Marketing Club coupon ·
(expires October 31)
315 llorth Pearl Ellensburg 925-2230

0

Apathy affecting education Sports article criticized for misspellings
We are at this university to learn.
from naming, but I will mention there is intelligent life reporting
Yet at times, Central appears to be an apathetic learning environ- To the editor:
the title of the article so it can be sporting events? Where were the
ment. Students don't care about learning; faculty don't care about
It is not one of my habits to find
identified. It is "Denman, editors that day? It cannot be too
teaching.
·
Central's much to believe that the sports
Some professors demand little from-students and give little in return. faultwherethereisnofaultnoris - Krueger;
cornerstones."
writers at Central can use apThe end result is students who have gained scant knowledge from 11 it my idea of good writing to pick
apart what another writer has
To begin with, several key propriate and logical metaphors
weeks of instruction.
Some students attend classes passively, never demonstrating that worked hard to produce, so with words were horribly mutilated instead of placing "two pour soul"
hesitation and a sense of good with misspelling. Justice on the "other side of the coin."
their minds are where thefr bodies are.
·
Unfortunately, this uiiiversity gives degrees to some students who do humor I report my discovery of demands that they be revealed. Even then, they could have been
not have the knowledge they need to survive in the job market. These the most poorly written The words were "control," spell- granted the dignity of being refernewspaper article I have ever ed "controll," "at" spelled "ate," red to in the plural form. Like this
students are led to believe they have gained an education.
read.
"either" spelled "eather" and their souls appear eternally linked
The content of a class is not the sole responsibility of the professor,
It
appeared
in
the
Oct.
13
issue
"sabbatical"
spelled as one: a condition which certainhowever. Students need to express an interest in learning. That means
of your paper on page 12. The ''sabbaticle." Am I a hopeless ly is unfortunate.
being on time to class, staying awake for the lecture, asking questions
writer I will mercifully refrain romantic to cling to the notion that
Just call me old-fashioned but I
and doing homework. It means probing the instructor for answers.
do
love football, admire good
Tell your professors that you want to learn more about a subject.
players and appreciate good
Prod them along until they relinquish the wealth of knowledge they
writing - all of which were
have.
To
the
editor:
aware
of
this.
I,
myself,
being
a
violated
in this article. Howard
Quality of education should be uppermost in the minds of Central's
woman would bemucpmorealert Cossell, "eat your heart out!"
students. What we learn here will determine how our lives will develop.
I have heard rumors that there
to what is happening around me if
If we don't learn enoug}l here, we won't be employed out there in the
have been three rapes on campus
I knew of such news. Please look
Ann Sermon
job market.
,
into this.
2204 S. First Ave., Yakima
Let Central stand for quality education in all departments and from . since the fall quarter began. Is
all faculty. Let Central's graduates be literate, skilled members of the this true? If SO, I think that the
Thank you,
student body should be made
work force.
Laura Carpenter

Rapes rumored to occur on campus;

Campus Crier
The Campus Crier is a laboratory
newspaper produced in conjunction with
the Central Washington University communications program and is published
weekly during fall, winter and spring
quarters.
Views expressed are not necessarily
those of the staff or editors; editorials are
the opinion of the paper unless signed
whereas they become the opinion of the
writer only.Advertising material does not
imply endorsement. Office phone ls
963-1026.
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I -··-·-··-·--··--···-···-··-··-------·········-··--··--··-----·-·-·---···-·········-····-··---------- HEREBY DECLARE THAT I AM A REGISTERED VOTER
PRINT NAME FOR POSITIVE IOENTIFICA TION

AT·---------···-···-··-·-······-·--·--···-··-·-···-·------··---·-···--·-··-······-·-·····--·--------·-··-·-···-·-··-·-····-·-··-·-··--·-····------·----·-············--··-················--·······-······
ADDRESS
CITY OR TOWN
ZIP
PHONE NO. -····-·-···--------------------·-----------·-···--···----···----···-·-··-·-·-·-· PRECINCT -···------'----·-··········-····-····-·····'-···-········--·······-··-··---·-····
(IF KNOWNI
SSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL

SEND MY BALLOT TO:

0 SAME ADDRESS AS ABOVE:

·-----------------cir-v·c;R·--rowi.i _____________ -·-------···-·--···-·-·--5·-rAr·e·---·-········-·--·

STREET ADDRESS

COMING EVENTS:

0 THE ADDRESS BELOW:

This application is for the state general election to be held on November

S

ZIP

198 3

Peacemakers: Saturday, Oct.
22, 7 p.m. Hal Holmes Center

"Performhlg artists for Nuclear
Disarmaments" - drama,
speakers and fun!
Tuesday, Oct. ZS, noon, SUB pit
"Giving Sanctuary to El
Salvadoran Refugees'' speakers from University BanUst
Church in Seattle and refugees
from El Salvador.
Classic film series: Sunday,
Oct. 23, 7 p.m. McConnell
Auditorium, "Circle of Deceit" LOOK FOR COUPON IN
TODAY'S CRIER
Papa John's: Wednesday evening, Oct 26 at 8 p.m. in the SUB pit.
Those interested in performing
sign up at the SUB information
booth.
CHECK WITH THE SUB INFORMATION BOOTH FOR COMPLETE LISTING OF COMING
EVENTS.

SIGNATURE X ··················-···-··-············-····-···-··--···········--·······-·---·--·-···········-···-·-····-·--·-·-·-

TO BE VALID, YOUR
SIGNATURE MUST
BE INCLUDED

SIGNATURE X ·······--·····-··········-·····-··-·-·-···········-···-·-·-········~---·····-····-····· .. ····-·············-·-····

Note: If husband and wife both want absentee ballots, signatures of each are--neces_sary.
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
REGISTRATION NUMBER ············-·-···························-·····-·-············-··

PRECINCT CODE ····--··-···--······ LEG. DIST. ······-·-·-···········

REGISTRATION VERIFIED-··---··----------·--·----·························-······························-···

BALLOT MAILED ·-·-···-············-····-··

DEPUT': SIONA TURE

BALLOT CODE ·-·--·-···-·-·····-------·-··---

ADDRESS CHANGE .............................................. BALLOT RETURNED •.••.••.•••..•.••...••.•••

BOD MEETINGS: During fall quarter 1983 the Board of Directors
will meet weekly on Tuesdays at 2: 30 p.m. in the SUB Kachess Room.
Students are encouraged to attend.
ASC COMMITI'EE OPENINGs: The Associated Students of Central
bas several committee openings available. Students who participate on
these committees gain valuable insights into the workings of student
government. If you've wanted to get involved with the ASC, here's your
chance. For more information and a list of positions, stop by the ASC
information booth.

ABSENTEE BALLOT REQUEST FORMS

- Leave your absentee ballot request forms in the
Washington Student Lobby box in your residence hall
lobby or at the SUB information booth. WSL will mail it
for you.
- Make sure you sign the ballot request, that all information on it is correct and that you write the county
you're registered in at the top of the form.
This is a service of the CWU chapter of the Washington
Student Lobb •

j

'83 Lipsync sank

Making the scene
By CARRIE JO GRAY
Staff writer

Randolph J. Wiscluneier, Central's new scene designer and
technical director of the drama
department, is putting together
the stage and lighting for all the
plays this year at Central, including the soon-to-come
Shakespearean ''Romeo and
Juliet."
Wischmeier also teaches all
technical design classes at Cen. tral, such as stage design and
stage lighting.
He said he is especially excited
about "Romeo and Juliet "
scheduled to play Nov. 16-19 'in
McConnell Auditorium at 8 p.m.
"It is the first Shakespearean

play at Central in years,"
Wiscluneier said.
'"Romeo and Juliet' will take
only a couple more weeks of
work," he said. Then, he said, he
will begin work on scenery for
"West Side Story."
This set will take three to four
weeks to build, he said. The show
will open in early January.
Wiscluneier grew up in Iowa,
where his parents now reside. He
then moved to Florida, he said,
where he spent the last two years
teaching at the University of
North Florida in Jacksonville.
He came to Washington, he
said, because, "The job prospect
sounded good and the weather is
more like the Midwest where I
grew up."

By GLEN NIELSEN
Staff writer

Lipsync '83 belongs buried in
the depths of our minds. Out of the
four Lipsyncs held to date, this
one came in fifth.
One got tired of Steve Tri's third
try at lipsyncing Steve Martin.
But his poor emceeing made this
show almost unbearable. His
jokes were awful and his delivery
was slow. He made the evening
boring.
But let us not forg_et Paul Stave,
his partner in pun. This man had
the personality and sense of
humor of a turnip. He and Tri
were ill-prepared to fill in the
unexpected mishaps. A master of
ceremonies' job is to entertain

Music festival·planned
the . festival," said Jeffrey Cox,
ass1Stant professor of music at
StQff writer
CWU, and head of the Suzuki
The fourth annual Washington ·Festival.
State Suzuki Music Festival will
"It's a good learning tool for
be at Central again this year.
·
them."

By JENNIE JONSON

The festival will feature five top
clinicians from Washington and
Oregon who will be instructing 120
children, ages 4-16, with the
Suzuki approach to violin instruction.
The Suzuki mode of teaching
was established in Japan about 40
years ago by Dr. Shinichi Suzuki.
It is built on Suzuki's belief that
the learning of music is an innate
but latent ability that can be
developed from birth. The
younger the child begins instruction, the more natural the
language of music will be.
The children supposedly can
learn music instintively by listening to music at birth, and then
later by listening and watching
their mothers, who are taught to
play the beginning melodies. The
child has a natural desire .to imitate what he or she sees, and will
~ able to begin playing violin at
an early age through the imitation
of others.
"CWU has a very good Suzuki
pedagogy program, which
teaches college students how to
teach the Suzuki method. I have
many students helping out with

Halloween
is Coming
Shapiro's
(in the Plaza)

Has All the
Halloween
Make-up
you need

The festival will begin at 8 a.m.

and take over the show when the
unfortunate happens. These two
However, there were some good
did neither.
acts. The cameo appearance of
Def Lepard's "Photograph"
But the failure of the show cannot be blamed on them solely. heads the list. The Tubes, B-528,
Some of the acts were horrendous. DEVO, Pat Travers, the Togas
Take for example Boy George. Or and the Charlie Daniels Band all
Girl George. Or whatever she turned in tolerable perfonnances.
was. She simply lacked talent. It
Space Cowboy was one of the
lQOked liked she had nev~r heard better acts of the night. It had authe song before. Her lips didn't dience appeal, good costumes and
move.
a well-prepared act.
"I Eat Cannibals" turned in the
The biggest blunder goes to
John Janke. In case anyone hasn't best act, by far. Their dance
informed John, blackface belongs routines
were
wellin the past with Al Jolson. This choreographed, the pace was fast
was one of the most tasteless and enjoyable, and the costumes
public displays ever perpetrated were marvelous. It was easy to
on this campus.
tell they were the best prepared.
There were other bad acts that They deserved first place.
deserve mention. . "Jane Fonda If there is to be another Lipsync,
workout," "Rock of Ages," "Cum let us hope for a whole evening of
on Feel the Noize," "Runnin' with good acts instead of five of the 15
the Devil '' and ''The Beer being entertaining. If there isn't to
Hunter" '
complete the beanotherLipsync,itisn'thardto
"dishonorable mention" list.
see why·

Oct. 22. StudentS will go through a

series· of classes throughout the
day and then give a concert that
afternoon.
The concert will begin at 4: 15
p.m. Oct. 22 in the SUB Ballroom.
Admission is free.

Levi'S • Denim Jacket. ..
Nothing'S changed exceptwhBre
yoawearit.

•

Times and tasnion change Bur you still
seer11isclass1ceverywl1ere. Levi's' fit and
styling are afashion tradition tnat never
" , seemsoutotptace.SoyooHatwayslOOiranrJ
· . • " feel great wlletheryoo'redressedfathe
'' ' swing shift or a mghr on the town.
l Designed for comfort. Built fO outtasl trends. Styled to go anywhere
In heavyweight denim with double stitched seams. classiccopper
/Juttonsand side {JOCkets
Levi 's ' denim jacket Settino the
oace in style and comfort

_.,

!Just Ofor You
Gifts

•

Kitchen

•

Bath

ID.I
~

11 Exciting Blends of
Fresh Roasted Coffee

QVAUTV NEVER GOES OVT OF STYlE

Plus 4 Delightful Candies
* .Chocolate Covered Espresso Beans
* Almlnts
* Mocha Almonds
All-chocolate Mocha Beans

11 8 E. 4th

925-1272

*

311 N. Pearl 925-5121

c Levi trauss & Co 191JJ

"The movie of the
year. No person who
cares about what
greatness the movie
screen is capable of
should miss it."

ASC MOVIE
Speclal Showing

"One of the great
epic films of all time.
If you see no other film
this year, do see
'Gandhi.'"
Judith Crist,
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

Rex Reed, NEW YORK POST

Date: Friday, Oct. 21

Time: 3, 6:30,
and 9:45

"Ben Kingsley is
nothing short of
astonishing as
Gandhi." ·

"'Gandhi" is without question one of
the year's major
films. A film of rare
beauty, excellence, and ·
intelligence:'

Richard Schickel, TIME

William Wolf,
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

Place: McConnell

PG PUOTAl mA11C1 S.Sl£1C»

Auditorium
Admission:

$2.00

·---------coupon------ -- -~

•:

i

Admit one for $1.50
3 p.m. showing only
•

I

COLUMBIA PICTIJRES in uaociatioft with
GOLDCHST FILMS

IN~U.nlSH

Gandhi "
: (Good..._____________
for Oct. 21 ._.only.)
___ __
I

I

.,,_._..

.

CO.P'OlAT~NOF INDIA

• 'Id

FILMS

Presents

RICHARD AITENBOROUGH'S FILM "GAN.D H!"
Starring BEN KINGSLEY asThe Mahatma

11

:

NATIONAL FILM Ol\I ELOPMEHT

INTHNATtONA~~ILM INVUTOll.S

..

~CANDICE

BERGEN EDWARD FOX JOHN GIELGUD T REVOR HOWARD
ProdYCtton en..,r.tr

Ed11or

STUART CRA IG JOHN BLOOM
BI L LY

In Cti.r1t of Production

Co-Prod\ICt'r

M\15K"

TERENCE A. CLEGG RA NI DUBE RAVI SttANKAR

JOHN MILLS

GEORG E FENTON

WILLIAM~:8'£tPhit°Q:~1E TAYLOR .B.S.C. MICHA~,L;~NoctL'fY-EVANS JOH';t8RblLEY
Produad.1ndDtrKtnf by

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH

I

MARTIN SHEEN

Orchestral Sc~ A Adch ltOMI MUMC

•-~- .. ~·-•-•M•""
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ART SUPPLY
COUPON SPECIAL•••

Randdl Anderson/Campus Crier

Check our fine selection of nam_e brand
products. Super savings just in time
for fall term art classes.
SAVE 20% OFF THE EVERYDAY LOW
Bl-MART PRICE ON ALL ART SUPPLIES
WITH THE COUPON BELOW ••••

Fischer pleases
large crowd
By GLEN NIELSEN

Fischer's showmanship was excellent. He even had the audience
laughing at his mistakes.
Christian musician John
Many times during the concert
Fischer played to a standing room Fischer stopped between songs
only crowd Saturday night at the and said a few words about his life
Christian Missionary Alliance and the way he lived it. It was obChurch.
vious that he was preaching, but it
Fischer, a man of medium build: was done in such a way that those
receding hairline and full beard, who attended the concert for the
gave those assembled a sterling music weren't made uncomforperformance. Good music, humor table by the religious overtones.
and a wonderful rapport with the
Fischer makes his home in
.audience made the evening what Massachusetts. He has a wife and
it was.
two children. Throughout the
Fischer's repertoire consisted year he does weekend concerts all
of inspirational music dealing over the country. He is cutting a
with subjects such as marriage, ninth record in January and curchildren, God and the Christian rently has a new book out entitled
way of life. He sang his hit song
"Dark Horse." After his. perfor"Dark Horse," which deals with a mance in Ellensburg, Fischer was
Christian who is in search of to go to Spokane and then back
others to help find the way.
home to Massachusetts.
The audience definitely enjoyed
When asked if this hectic pace
the perfonnance. It was as if the tires him, Fischer replied, ''It does
concert-goers were rooting for a little, but when you play to such
Fischer and his music. It was enthusiasm like I did here in
unlike other concerts-not dark Ellensburg, it makes it all worth
and busy, but light and clear.
it." ,
Staff Writer

· IUIDY'S FlllLYSHOES

llUIDY'S FAMILY SHOES

MUIDY'S

LOCATED AT 608 E. MOUNTAIN VIEW AVE., ELLENSBURG

WHY PAY MORE AT ANOTHER STORE? ff••Z.......•

IMIAIT POI.KY: "0.r tin.~ b le lien enry ..wertlHll 1.... H tleHrlllM I• Ille ... I• 1tecls 111111• ..,1lleln1.
1... 1...
te.., ..._ _ ,.._, •• wm '"" • nl•llecla, .. ,....,,, .. "-' , .. _ , ,.rclleM Ille lte• •• • l•ter

,.,c1.......

11 .., .......... fer
..... hr ,.lier 11 le ..tt1fr -

c.. -rs."

LIFETIME FAMll Y MUllEISHIP • $2.00
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Sleek
"Raisin"
"Taupe"
14" pull on
Bo.of with
convertible
cuff,
leather covered
heel, leather
out sole .

Ci,,ch
"Burgundy"
I 3" Boot, tricot
lined,
Goodyear Welt
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Grande
"Black"
"Antique Tan"
16" pull on
Boot,
tricof lined

6899

Avanti
"Grey"
"Burgundy"
16" pull on
Boot, tricot
lined,
Goodyear Welt
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Admit one for .50 with this coupon
$1°0

Save
Circle of Deceit
(good Oct. 23 only)

;::

Set in the rubble of civil war torn Beirut, Circle of Deceit
is a compelling and thoughtful vision of the tragedies of
war. Bruno Ganz plays a journalist whose dazed eyes mirror
the confusion of a war in which everyone is a victim.
Directed by Mr. Schlondorff, who won the Academy Award for
his The Tin Drum (1979), Circle of Deceit is a truly
engrossing and powerful film.

·i
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----------------------------------------------·
Circle
of Deceit Directed by Volcker Schlondorff

....

~

r-----coupon--------------------- coupon

..,._;

7199 •

ut

Classic f llm Serles
Introductory Offer

6699 •

.8399

M
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Shoemakers to America

-c

M
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M

Sunday, Oct. 23 7p.m.
McConnell Auditorium

Regular·
Admission

$1.50

Sponsored by ASC & English Dept.
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Images of Homecoming 1983

''I Eat Cannibals" finishes first in the lipsync contest.

Crier photos by
(clockwise)
Rick Spencer
Randal Anderson
Charles Christnacht
Charles Christnacht
Rick Spencer

The CWU Wildcat marching band leads the parade down Eighth Avenue.

The bonfire flames leapt high into the night in the vacant lot near Student Village.
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Dunbar be ins new era
By KEVIN ROEN
Staff Writer

Last January at CWU, the
17-year coaching era of Tom
Parry came to an end and the
coaching era of Mike Dunbar
began.
Dunbar served as an assistant
to Parry at CWU for three years.
Since his arrival at Central, Dunbar has been not only the defensive coordinator but also Central's
chief recruiter.
Many stories have been told
about the dog-eat-dog world of college recruiting. However, Dunbar
says he enjoys it.
"Recruiting is not difficult," he
said. "It's fun. I enjoy people, and
Central is an easy institution to
sell. It's great both academically
and athletically."
Since Dunbar recruited nearly
all of the players on this year's
team, his selection as head coach
was popular with them.
Jeff Zenisek, running back
coach, summed up the players'attitude when he said, "Coach Dunbar relates very well to the
players. That is one of his biggest
strengths. Both he and Coach
Parry are fair and honest with alJ
of the players."
Dunbar's recruiting impact on
the team can be seen by looking at
the Wildcats' record since his ar-
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rival. In 1980, his first year here,
Central posted a 2-7 record. But
thanks to Dunbar's recruiting efforts, they climbed to 8-2 last
year.
Since leaving the Wildcats,
Parry has coached the Los
Angeles Express of the United
States Football League. However,
his 17 years at Central won't soon
be forgotten. One might think
there would be a great deal of
pressure in trying to fill his shoes,
but ·Dunbar doesn't feel that way.
"There's no pressure," Dunbar
said. "It's an honor to replace someone like Coach Parry."
Prior to joining the CWU staff,
Dunbar was an assistant to Frosty
Westering at Pacific Lutheran
University. The 'Cats have
defeated PLU this season, but
Dunbar did not get a special feeling in defeating one of his exmentors.
"We didn't beat the coach," explained Dunbar. "We beat a very
good football team.
"There has been a great rivalry
between PLU and Central long
before I was head coach here."
After graduating from the
University of Washington in 1972,
Dunbar coached 2Dd taught in the
Clover Park School District of
Tacoma. He continued to teach at
Clover Park even after joining the
PLU staff in 1976.

HEAD COACH MIKE DUNBAR
In his years as an assistant,
Dunbar said there was not just
one coach who had a tremendous
influence on his coaching style
and philosophy.
"I was influenced by a combination of e~eryone I've worked
under," says Dunbar. "I was influenced by my stay at PLU and
Coach Westering.
"Here at Central, Coach Parry
taught me about the technical
aspects of the game. He is a great
tactician, and he let me coach.''
Last season, Dunbar was the

FRESH FRESH FRESH FRESH

Fresh from our Dairy
MAKE

1
/2

95c
60(

1/2 gal ... Whole & 2%

Also eggs, br.ead, ice cream,
cheese, much more

Our milk is available at Albertson's in 1h gallon
plastic bottles.

UI

(while supplies last)

Cords
pink
sliver
aqua
lavender
powder blue

Reg.$2800
.,,:c ·NoV# $ 2299 or
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cream
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Winegar's
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6 blocks west of CWU Li rary
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DRI VE IN
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15th

925-1821

Returnable deposit on·glass bottles .
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Denim
Reg.$2800
Now $22"
or 2 for $36"
•
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powder blue
lavender
yellow
pink
aquQ

Reg.$3200
NOV# $2499
or 2 for $38~
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FRESH

ing sure all of the equipment is
ready to go, and things like that.
Fortunately,there are good people
here at Central to help me."
However many pesky details
may peck away at Dunbar's time,
he said they are worth the
satisfaction of a job well done.
"I'm getting paid for a job I'd do
in some form anyway," he said.
"I don't have to sit behind a desk
for eight hours and then come
here.
"It's an honor and a pleasure to
do this as my primary job."
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THE MOST

Low in cost, high in food value
92( gal ... Grade A

~oordinator of the No. 1 defense
among Northwest small college
teams. This season he continues to
coordinate the defense, as well as
being head coach.
Dunbar said the main adjustment to head coaching has been
getting used to doing the duties of
a coach that most people take for .
granted.
"All of the administrative
details; little things that peck
away at your time/' he said.
"Things that take away from the
actual coaching. Details like mak-

5th & Pearl

(open late on Fridays)
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·C entral's intramurals attract 1,000 participants
By JANE WAALE
Stoff Writer

Central's intramural program
got underway last week under the
direction of Jerry Findley, recreation coordinator.
Findley was formerly director
of student activities at Southern
· Oregon State College for seven
years, and most recently program
director at the Ashland, Ore. YMCA before joining the CWU staff
this month.
"Central has a high percentage
of involvement which is really
great," said Findley. This fall
more than 1,000 student.a are involved in the various sports offered, both in playing and officiating.

coupon·

"lntramurals give everyone a
The sports and activities offered
chance
to have fun and play. He or
this fall include football, soccer,
she
doesn't
necessarily have to be
volleyball, bowling, and last
t thl t ,, F' di
.d
a grea a e e, m ey S81 •
week's turtle races.
Altho ugh the teams for
The turtle races, which took
volleyball, football and soccer
-place last Wednesday night at the
Buckboard Tavern included entries from 20 teams. The victory
went to Zak the Maniac after an
evening of tough competition.
By BRENDA BERUBE
This fall there are 30 football
Stoff Writer
teams, 40 volleyball teams, four
soccer teams, and still openings
Rob Schippers led the way and
available for bowling teams. Each
ended
up with the overall best
team has chosen its own name and
there is an interesting variety in- _ time of 33 minutes 6 seconds for
the 10 K (6.2 mile) Homecoming
eluding: The Quiche Eaters, The
Fun
Run last Saturday.
Pathetic Athletics, Fitness
The run started at First and
Through Chemicals, Mentowin,
Pearl and followed the parade
and 1-Phelta..Thi to name a few.
route
to the CWU campus, contiThe football games are Monday

have already been filled, there-are _increase the involvement and with
still Openings for four- and five- things like the_turtle races and
. other fun activities."
member bowling teams. ,
When asked what he would like
The only requirement needed to
the intramural program to ac- participate in an intramural aclish F' di
'd "I'd lik t 0 tivi'ty is· enrollm t t CWU
comp
m ey saI '
e
en a
·

· Schippers wins Fun Run
nuing along Airport, Bender,
Sanders and Brick roads and ending at Nicholson Pavilion.
There were five divisions and
the top three finishers in each
division were awarded with acertificate.
The winners were: Open Division (18-29): Schippers, 33:06;
Roger Howell, 33:51; and Jack
Stillman, 34:10.
Junior (17 and under): Buck

Jones._ 34:23; Dave Dunham,
34:24; and Jeff Hawkins, 48:09.
Pre-Masters (30-39): Rolly
Moore, 36:47; Mike Fuller, 37:21;
and D. Width, 38:53.
Masters (40-49): John Bennent,
36:16; Courtney Jones, 44:14; and
Bill Hamilton, 49: 23.
The winner and lone runner for
the Veteran Division (50 and up)
was Raeburn Heimbeck, 51:08.

-----------------------------HAVE YOU HEARD ~· 5~ ·
GOOD BOOK LATELY? ~

·coupu11

FREE

TAPE OF THE MONTH

a•

One pair of National Pro Grade socks

LISTEN & LOSE

U you have "tried everything" to lose those
extra pounds, explore the psychological
reasons behind the failure of diets ~
Reprogram your subconscious mind to
eliminate the desire to overeat. Alter your
sell-image and you can become slim and stay
that way - without dieting.

and a pair of colored shoe laces
with the purchase of any pair of shoes.
.Good through 10-26-83

Other new motivational tapes in seHimprovement, health,
and physical fitness, success skills, help acti\7e
people gain benefits from usually wasted time
while commuting, jogging and waiting.

Shoes Unlimited I
In the Plaza
l
925-5555

I·
L

(Next to Four Seasons)
---

I

~

a.;;; -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Available at CWU Bookstore. $11.95.
-~-~-~-~~-=-=--::-~-=--::::_-=-=--=-=--=-=--=-=-=--=--'---=------_:!.I~

HALLOWEEN TREATS
ORANGE & BLACK

CONSTRUCTION PAPER
and STREAMERS
50% Off
Yi PRICE PAPERBACKS
OVER 200 POPULAR READll\IG PAPERBACKS <SOME ARE EVEN SCARY>

FLOPPY DISCS

s2
· os·EACH

NO, NOT THE RECORD THAT YOU LEFT OUT IN THE SUN ...
THIS IS THE KIND THAT YOU USE WITH TRS•BO, APPLE AND
OTHER COMPUTERS.

ART CARVED RING DAY
OCTOBER 19, 20, and 21

$25°0 Off on 14kt gold
Special Price Silodium $9995
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'Cats host Japan in operler
Central will open its 1983-84
basketball season Monday, in
Ellensburg hosting the Japanese
National team. Tipoff at
Nicholson Pavilion is at 7: 30 p.m.
The game will be the third in a
seven-game series for Japan.
Following the tour, they'll compete in the Asian Games beginning Nov. 18 with a berth in the 1984
Olympic Games up for grabs.
The Japanese ·begin the tour
Oct. 21 at the University of Victoria. They'll play Athletes In Action at Vancouver, B.C, Oct. 22~
Japan is also scheduled to play St.
Martin's (Oct. 26), the University
of PortlaDd (Nov. 1), Stanford
University (Nov. 3) and Cal State

Dominquez Hills (Nov. 5).
Among the Japanese players is
7-foot-7 Yasutaka Okayama. The
28-year-old Okayama attended the
University of Portland and was
drafted in 1982 by Golden State.
He is a second degree judoist.

whoaveragesaroundlOpointsper
game.
Japan, which is expected to be a
strong contender for the Asian
Games title, is coached by
Yoshiaki Shimizu, the head coach
at Nippon Physical Education College in Japan. Nippon is the No. 1
Other top players for the
college team in Japan.
Japanese team include Morihiko
The exhibition game will mark
Kitahara (6-8, C), Takayuki Seto the beginning of the 20th season
(6-4, G), Yaksuaki Ikeuchi (6-4,
for CWU head coach Dean
G) and Nobuki Katoh (6-4, F).
Nicholson. The 'Cats are the
Kitahara is the team captain, defending District 1 champions
and is very mobile for a big man. ' and were 26-4 a year ago before
Ikeuchi is the team's top scorer forfeiting 19 games.
and averages about 20 points per
Returning starters for the 'Cats
game. Seto is an excellent shooter include forwards Danny Pike and
and Katoh is a veteran forward Ken Bunton and guard Reese

·."

Advertise·

Radliff. However, Radliff won't
be eligible until winter quarter

in the

and Bunton is currently sidelined
by a knee injury. Among the new
players is junior guard Roger
Boesel, who led Eastern
Washington in scoring in 1978-79 .
with a 13.6 average. Boesel, from
Brewster, sat out the last four
seasons.
The exhibition game is sponsored by the Associated Students
To place ·your ad
of Central. Admission is $3 for
adults and $1 for students. Season or classified contact
passes will not be honored.
Central begins its regular
Dan Hansen
season Nov. 18 against St.
at 963-1026
Martin's in a tournament at Seat- . . _
tle Pacific.
~-------""
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We've Grown Into The

Biggest

Little Store In Ellensburg!

BUT••••

706 E. 8th

Don't Come Out Here
Dleeel
Ga

Jewelry

Aatofhaek Parta

Stuffed Animals

Mapa
BoobaMapzin•
VideoGamee

Health 6 Beauty Produde.
PetSappllee

s........
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Souvenln

Gift ltema

s1acnr..

1':-Excellent Ski ·I nventory
:*Cross Country ..Ski
·Equipment "
*Swim Wear
*Basketballs
*Team and Dorm Uniforms
*Ski Mounting arid R~pairs

cunle• you neecl)I

Boueholcl Sappliee

Track Permits
Bunting A J'ialdna LiceDMJ8
Fishing Gear • Belt
lee
Picaic Suppli•
Gloves
Jackets
Shirts
Bats

FrounFooda
Groeeey Items
Cipn
Cigarette..
Chewing Tobaceo
Freeh Fruit
Deli Meats & Cheeaea
. Fresh Salads
Fruit Juices on Tap

Pop on Tap
Freela Coffee
Suck Foods '.
CANDY
FnahFUDGE

COOKIES
lee Cream Ban
Soft Ice C.... Co..
Popeena
Nacboa
HotDop
Freeh Sanchricbee
33 Kind& ef Jaiee
40 Kinds of Pop .
55 Kinda of Wine
. 200 .Branda of Beet
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Ski Gloves
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ASC and
CWU Athletic Depart111ent Present:
.

Japanese National Basketball Team
-vs-

:

ft .... -

i
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WATERBED DEN
'* * * * * * * * * * * * *
Fast delivery
• 15 styles
Behind Art of
Jewelry

cwu Wildcats ,

•

309 N. Pearl.
925-9560
Experienced cross country
skier needed for the Ridge to
River relay team. Call Steve at
963-3668.

Monday, October 24
7:30 p.m. in
Nicholson Pavilion
ASC Card
$1 with
$3 General Admission
Tickets at Door

........, I

1
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JOB WORKSHOP . FOR NON·
TEACHING CANDIDATES
(BUSINESS
AND
TECHNICAL) :Nov. 1 the topic
will buelf"'81HMZMnt; Nov. 2 the
topic will be ·resume writing and
Nov. 3 inte"iewing will be
discussed. All workshops are in
Shaw-Smyser 105 from 3-4 p.m.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
· ORIENTATION MEETINGS will
be Mondays from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.,
Tuesdays from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Wednesdays from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 10
a.m. For more information contact the Office of Cooperative
Education in Barge 307 at

963-2404.
A SHUTTLE BUS from the
Greyhound Bus Station to campus
will be provided . free for all
students livingin university housing. The shuttle bus will meet incoming buses between 3: la p.m.
and 8: 40 p.m. on Sunday or a holiday prior to classes. H there are
any questions, students should
call the Housing Office at 963-1831.

KITl'ITAS COUNTY UNITED
WAY CAMPAIGN will continue
through October. The year's goal
for Central is $11,000. Your pledge
this tear will be distributed to 14
agencies providing. essential services and programs for the commmunity. Send your pledge to the
Registrar's Office during October.

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
· will meet in SUB room 105
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. The
meetings are open to anyone with
a problem or who wants to know
more about drug addiction.

THE LIBRARY COMPUTER
LAB has been expanded and moved to room 305 of the library. The
lab is open to CWU students,
faculty, and staff seven days a
week. The lab is staffed with
trained teaching assistants during
all hours of general use. Hours are
Mondays-Wednesdays, 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. (closed 11 a.m. to noon);
Thursdays, 8 a.m, to 7 p.m. ( closed 11 a.m. to noon); Fridays, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. (closed 11 a.m. to
noon); Saturdays, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Sundays, 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.
·Persons who wish to use the computers are asked to sign in and out
with the laboratory assistants.
THE SCHOLARSHIP BANK
has listings of approxbiiately
25,000 private scholarships, many
of which go unclaimed. Students
may send a stamped self addressed envelope to the bank at 10100Santa Monica No. 2600, · i...os
Angeles, CA 90067 to receive a
questionaire. The fonn is then
sent back to the Scholarship Bank
~th a check for $35 or $45 depending on how many sources. wants
(25 or up to 75). The package sent
to the student gives the name,
type of award, eligibility factors
and the address of.the source.

F'laT INTERSTATE BANK
OF WASlllNGTON is planning to
interview on campus Nov. 9. They
will be pre-screening candidates
for the interviews. Qualifications
for internship are a bachelor's
degree;
major
in
Business/Economics or a related
field; a background in agriculture
and the.ability to meet the public
easily. This is not an academic internship. It is a full-time intern
program. Candidates must be
willing to relocate to Central
Washington. Sign up before Friday for an interview. The placement file (consisting of the personal data page and academic
record) is used by the bank for
pre-screening purposes. The
deadline for receiving the placement file is Oct. 21. INDIVIDUAL SEEKING PROFESSIONAL LEAVE for 1984-85
should submit requests as soon as
possible. Requests must have
clearance by the department
chairman and the dean. Applications must reach the Professional
Leave Committee by 5 p.m., ·Oct.
?.8, 1983. Applications for Professional Leave should be sent to the
Vice Pr~ident of ·Academic Affairs office.
ALCOHOL AWAR~ COM·
MITTEE will meet Thursdays at
3:00 p.m. in the Dean of Students
Office conference room. For more
infonnation call 963-1515 and ask
for the Assistant Dean of
Students.

--._.•--------••.,.11111.
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CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER NEWS
The following organizations will have representatives on campus to
interview interested candidates. For times and locations contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center·(CP&PC), Barge 105...Sign.
up schedules are posted a week _in advance of interviewers.
NON-EDUCATION MAJORS:
Oct. U K-Mart Apparel (Puyallup, Wash.) Management Trainee program - bachelor's with interest in retail clothing sales
Nov. 1 Shrader & Alegria, P.S. (Yakima, Wash.) Accounting Minimum GPA in Major-3.00. Completed applications due at Barge

105-10/28/83
Nov. 3 Day, Ludwig, & Criddle (Yakima, Wash.) Accounting Majors Minimum GPA in Major-3.2. Completed applications due at Barge

105-10/31/83.

I

Nov. 7 Mutual of Omaha (Yakima, Wash.) Sales and Management
Trainee-Central Washington Career Starter Program: commision
and bonuses
Nov. 8 Smith, Hinckley & Assoc. (Yakima, Wash.) Accounting maj~rs, December graduates.only
Nov. "Fidelity Union Ufe (Portland, Ore.) Bachelor's Degree - Sales
Reps/Financial Planners Training Program-Salary guaranteed.
Dec. 1 Electronic Data Systems (Dallas, Texas) Computer-related must have minimum GPA of 3.2 and at least Dine quarter hours in
management information systems; computer science, or data processing. Prefer fall graduates. Must be willing to relocate.
MILITARY RECRUITING
Nov. 15 U.S. Air Force, officer recruitment program - advance signup schedule
Nov. 15-17 U.S. Marine Corps, marine officer program- information
table in SUB

I

•
PEANUT /

BUSTER
PARFAIT.

Now is the time to apply
for entry into Air Force ROTC
at Central.

.

CENTRAL GAMING CLUB invites all those in~ in g~es
of skill and strategy to come to
their meetings. The meetings are
every Tuesday at 7:00p.m. in SUB
210 on Oct. 25 and SUB 209 on Nov.
1.
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ATTENTION FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORES

First selection board meets
in January for Fall quarter 1984
entry.

JOB
WORKSHOP
FOR
TEACHER CANDIDATES: Nov.
7 the topic will be job finding
skills; Nov. 8 resume writing will
be discussed and Nov. 9 effective
interviewing will be explained. All
workshops are in Black Hall 108
from 4-5 p.m.

(Now through
October 23)

PLUS: ,.

.11··· ··p•. ·

,........~~·

Two year scholarships
in all maiors are available
to qualified applicants.
Scholarships include:

We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
c risp, crunchy peanuts.
With cool and creamy
DAIRY QUEEN· soft serve
in between. The Peanut
Buster Parfait!M

Tuition, books, lab fees
and $100 a month.

99° II

For more information contact:
~IOHHISO:"
l'rolt''"or of . \t •ro..,pa1 ·t• Slu<lit · ~

LT . COi.. .JOll:" H.

509/963-2314

~

MAJOR EARNIE CALLENDER
Assislant Professor of
·\erospact' Sludit•s

Room 203
Peterson Hall

AIH FOHCE

~~~---------.-=-:.~;m.~

Bore ·
Gateway to a great way of life.

©AM

o.a. Corp./ 1981

........,.""',. I
10th & Alder

i
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'Cats rush past Raiders
...

.....

By BRENDA BERUBE

The 'Cats piled up 531 yards
Staff Writer
total offense, third highest in CWU
history.
An enthusiastic homecoming
Southern Oregon's Jeff
crowd watched an undefeated, Southern, the number three
5th-ranked Southern Oregon team rusher in the nation, was held to 92
fall to an unbeatable Wildcat yards.
machine 37-7 in an Evergreen
"I was pleased," said Coach
Conference game at Tomlinson Mike Dunbar after the win.
Field Saturday.
"They've (the Wildcats) had the
The 'Cats are now tied for first ability to play better than they
with Southern Oregon in the NAIA have. They were explosive."
Evergreen Conference. Both have
Central's explosiveness came
4-1 records.
from the beginning as Moore rushUniversity of Puget Sound, ed 22 yards from the 42 to set up
which previously held the top posi- the first score - a 4G-yard field
tion with a 4-1 record, forfeited goal by freshman Craig
three of its wins because of an in- Warmenhoven.
eligible player and is now 1-4.
CWU' s next scoring drive
CWU's crowd lined the field to started on the 50-yard line and
the 50-yard line to greet its team ended with a 13-yard run by
with enough homecoming zeal to Moore. Warmenhoven's point
fire up an· already pumped-up after touchdown (PAT) made it
Central team.
10-0.
Junior quarterback Greg Olson
In the second quarter, Moore
had a field day, connecting on 11 rushed the team to the 1-yard line
of 15 passing attempts for 197 where Huber carried it across the
yards and a percentage of 73.5. chalk line. Warmenhoven's PAT
The mark approached the record, was good, giving Central a 17-0
set in 1967 by Butch Hill who was lead.
10 for 13 for 76.9 percent. .
The 'Cats were on the move
Olson credited his line for his again in the third quarter. On
outstanding performance. "They their second possession, Huber
(offensive line) did a good job. ran in from the 1-yard line.
They made some big holes for the Warmenhoven hit the PAT for a
backs."
CWU 24-0 lead.
Central's line did leave big holes
Five Raider plays later, Central
for its backs. Seniors Gaty Moore had the ball back.on its 42 where
and Ted Huber teamed up for Olson completed four passes for 41
three touchdowns. The 'Cats rush- yards, the last a 10-yarder to
ed for a total of 334 yards. Moore junior Kyle Fowler for a
had 124, and Huber 46. In the se- touchdown. Warmenhoven's concond half, freshman Paul Goulet version boosted Central's lead to
had 54 and Tony Johnson added 31-0.
79.
When the third quarter ended,

..

University Relations Photo

An explosive unit: The 'Cats entire offensive.line was named "Wildcat of the
Week" as they led the way to 531 yards of total offensive. The 531 yards was third
highest in CWU history. Pictured from left are tackle Dereck Brewer, guard Paul
Krause, center Jim Connolly, guard Ted Jenneskens and tackle Mark St. Louise.
In the back row are guard Lon Stewart, center Gary Nelson, tackle Brian Ferryman and tight end Rich Mansfield.
Central was moving the ball
downfield once again. The 'cats
drove down the grass on a 64-yard
screen to Huber for another
touchdown.
"It was perfect timing," said
Olson. "Both their backs blitzed."
Warmenhoven's PAT was
blocked by Southern Oregon, leaving the score 37-0with14:42 left.
The Raiders finally got on the
scoreboard with 10:16 to go. The
score came on the next set of
plays. Sophomore Kurt Bullion
and junior Robert Baily rushed

TM;•~

for 35 yards and senior quarterback Jeff McClellan tossed to
seajor Martin Turner twice for 30
and 25 yards respectively, the latter for Southern Oregon's on1y
score. Senior Tim Stevens' kick
was good, leaving the score 37-7.
The last five minutes saw .
Southern Oregon's defense tire.
Central's second string offense
ran up inore yardage, but failed to
score.
Central's defense was seldom
on the field. Senior Tim Degross
led the 'Cats with six tackles.

CWU had tiO tackles, compared to
the Raiders' 108.
Not only was Coach Dunbar
pleased with his team but he
praised the crowd for its support
and encouragement.
"The student body and dorms
were super. The crowd's intensity
was high and so was the team's."
The •cats face Oregon Tech's
Owls this weekend in Oregon.
The Wildcat-of-the Week as
selected by the coaches was the
'Cats' offensive line.

Body Tanning for Men and Women

TROPICAl

rnn

405 E. Third
(next to Hair Forum)

• 15 visits for the price of 1O.
•Free bottle of Kona Gold
After-Tan Moisturizer
with packet purchase.

More More Moore: Gary Moore, the 'Cats dynamic running back, again led

Centrr:i's nmn'ing attack.as he gained 124 yards in the first hall against Sou~ern
Oregon.

~
tM9SC\

962-ATAN

appointments accepted

*Don't Forget*
.Save with your Marketing Club
coupons . at these and other
local businesses.

helps

prevent
birth
defects

Support -

March of Dimes

TH IS SPACE CONTRIBUT ED BY TH E PUBLISHER

Berry's
Electric Supply and Appliance
Ellensburg Triple XXX
Jerrol's
Leather & Lace
Shoes Unlimited
Sweet Shoppe
The In Seam
Tropical Tan
(These coupons expire soon)

Happy Hour
5:30 - 6:30
7 DayS a Week
(Washington l.D. Reguired)

Special Beer Prices
Saturday & Sunday 11 - 6p.m.

